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Abstract

Formal notions of bisimulation and simulation relation play a central role for any kind of process algebra.
This short paper sketches the main concepts for bisimulation and simulation relations for probabilistic
systems, modelled by discrete- or continuous-time Markov chains.
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1 Introduction

To compare the stepwise behaviour of states in labeled transition systems, simula-

tion and bisimulation relations have been widely considered. They play a crucial

role for the compositional design and reasoning within a process algebra framework,

and for abstraction purposes. Bisimulation relations are equivalences requiring two

bisimilar states to exhibit identical stepwise behaviour. Simulation relations are

uni-directed requiring that whenever s′ simulates s then state s′ can mimic all

stepwise behaviour of s; but possibly not vice versa. Typically, (bi)simulation re-

lations enjoy many nice properties such as congruence properties for parallel com-

position and other operators of process algebras, preservation properties for linear
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and branching-time logics; they have sound and complete axiomatizations, efficient

decision algorithms and allow for coinductive reasoning.

In this short paper, we consider probabilistic systems modelled by action-labelled

Markov chains and summarize the main concepts of (bi)simulation relations for

them. Markov chains are an important class of stochastic processes that are widely

used in practice to determine system performance and dependability characteristics,

see e.g. [28,20]. A variety of process algebras with an operational Markov chain

semantics has been defined, see e.g. [27,17,9,23,22,30] for an overview. Based on

the seminal works of Jonsson and Larsen [26] and Larsen and Skou [29], various

notions of simulation and bisimulation relations have been studied for both discrete

and continuous-time Markov chains. This paper surveys the results on comparative

semantics of branching-time relations for time-abstract fully probabilistic systems

(discrete-time Markov chains) and continuous-time Markov chains. We skip many

details, which can be found in the above mentioned literature, and focus on the

ideas of stochastic notions of bisimulation and simulation relations.

In the sequel, let Act be a fixed, finite set of actions. We assume that τ ∈ Act

is a special action symbol for non-observable activities, i.e., computations that are

internal to some process. All actions in Act \ {τ} are called visible. The symbol â

equals a if a is a visible action, while τ̂ = ε is the empty word in Act∗.

2 Markov chains

An action-labelled discrete-time Markov chain (DTMC for short) is a labelled transi-

tion system where each state is associated with a probability distribution that speci-

fies the probabilities for the actions and successor states. That is, in any state s there

is a probabilistic choice between the enabled transitions s a
−→ s′. Formally, a DTMC

is a tuple D = (S,P) where S is a countable set of states, P : S × Act × S → [0, 1]

is a probability matrix satisfying
∑

s′∈S,a∈Act P(s, a, s′) = 1 for all s ∈ S.

We consider DTMCs as time-abstract models. The name DTMC has historical

reasons. A (discrete-)timed interpretation is appropriate in settings where all state

changes occur at equidistant time points. In contrast, CTMCs are considered as

time-aware, as they have an explicit reference to time, in the form of transition rates

which determine the stochastic evolution of the system in time. Formally, a CTMC

is a tuple C = (S,R) with S as before, and rate matrix R a function that assigns

to any triple (s, a, s′) a non-negative real number such that
∑

s′∈S,a∈Act R(s, a, s′)

converges. If R(s, a, s′) = 0 then there is no a-labelled transition from s to s′,

otherwise the a-transition from s to s′ has rate λ = R(s, a, s′) which roughly means

that 1/λ is the average delay of the transition s a
−→ s′. The mean time spend in s

without performing any action is 1/E(s) where E(s) =
∑

s′∈S,a∈Act R(s, a, s′) is

the so-called exit rate of state s. For simplicity, we assume here that all states have

at least one outgoing transition, i.e., E(s) > 0 for all states s. The time-abstract

probability for moving from s to s′ via action a is P(s, a, s′) = R(s, a, s′)/E(s).

Then, (S,P) is a DTMC, called the embedded DTMC of C.
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3 Strong bisimulation [29,27,17,11,23]

While in the non-probabilistic setting, bisimulation equivalence of two states re-

quires that any transition of one state has at least one matching transition of the

other state, probabilistic bisimulation takes the ”quantity” (probabilities or rates) of

transitions into account. For DTMCs, bisimulation equivalence denotes the coars-

est equivalence ∼d on the state space such that for all s1 ∼d s2, all actions a

and all bisimulation equivalence classes C we have P(s1, a, C) = P(s2, a, C) where

P(s, a, C) =
∑

s′∈C P(s, a, s′) denotes the probability for s to move via an a-

transition to a state in C. Similarly, for CTMCs, bisimulation equivalence denotes

the coarsest equivalence ∼c on the state space such that for all s1 ∼ s2, all actions a

and all bisimulation equivalence classes C we have R(s1, a, C) = R(s2, a, C) where

R(s, a, C) =
∑

s′∈C R(s, a, s′) denotes the total rate to move from s via action a

to a C-state.

∼c refines ∼d in the sense that ∼c for a CTMC C is finer than ∼d for its em-

bedded DTMC which again is finer than standard bisimulation equivalence in the

labelled transition system obtained by ignoring the probabilities. Moreover, ∼d and

∼c have analogous properties as standard bisimulation equivalence in labelled tran-

sition systems. They fulfill several congruence properties for composition operators

of probabilistic process calculi [17,23], have complete axiomatizations [27], logical

characterizations by means of CTL-like branching time logics [2,4,15], coalgebraic

characterizations [16,8] and polynomial-time decision algorithms [24,3,12].

4 Weak bisimulation [5,7]

While in strong (bi)simulations, all visible or non-visible steps are considered weak

(bi)simulations abstract away from internal, non-observable steps. In the non-

probabilistic setting several notions of weak bisimulation exist that differ in the

underlying ”weak transition relation” which combines the effect of consecutive τ -

transitions. Corresponding notions for Markov chains can be provided by consider-

ing the cumulative probabilistic effect of τ -transitions. For instance, the analogue

to Milner’s observational equivalence can be defined for DTMCs as the coarsest

equivalence ≈d such that for all s1 ≈d s2, actions a ∈ Act and equivalence classes

C ∈ S/ ≈d we have

Pr(s1, τ
∗âτ∗, C) = Pr(s2, τ

∗âτ∗, C)

where Pr(s, τ∗âτ∗, C) denotes the the probability to move from s to a C-state via

action sequences in τ∗âτ∗. In contrast to the non-probabilistic setting, this no-

tion of observational equivalence for DTMCs coincides with branching bisimulation

equivalence á la van Glabbeek and Weijland [18]. Roughly speaking, branching

bisimulation is defined as observational bisimulation equivalence except that the

intermediate states in the τ∗âτ∗-paths have to be equivalent to the starting state

in the τ∗-prefix and to the target state in the τ∗-suffix. For DTMCs, branching

bisimulation and observation bisimulation equivalence agree and they can be char-

acterized by (1) a local probability condition and (2) a global reachability condition.
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The local probability condition requires that for any equivalence class B ∈ S/ ≈d

the conditional probabilities

P(s, a, C)

1 − P(s, τ,B)

to move from s via action a to some equivalence class C, provided that either a

visible action is executed or a non-visible action leading to some other equivalence

class (i.e., (a,C) �= (τ,B)), agree for all states s ∈ B where P(s, τ,B) < 1. The

reachability condition is needed to distinguish divergent states from non-divergent

ones. Formally, it requires that if there is some state s ∈ B that can perform a

visible action or can reach another equivalence class B′ then the same holds for all

states in B.

This latter characterization of observational equivalence can easily be adapted

to CTMCs where we may deal with (1) the local probability condition in the embed-

ded DTMC and (2) a rate condition that refines the reachability condition by the

requirement R(s1, a, C) = R(s2, a, C) for all s1 ≈c s2 and (a,C) ∈ Act × (S/ ≈c)

where a �= τ or si /∈ C, i = 1, 2. This notion of weak bisimulation equivalence

on CTMCs has a simple characterization: ≈c is the coarsest equivalence on the

state space such that R(s1, a, C) = R(s2, a, C) for all s1 ≈c s2, a ∈ Act and all

equivalence classes C with a �= τ or s1, s2 /∈ C.

Although ≈d and ≈c are rather strong equivalences, they are the coarsest rela-

tions that preserve all branching-time properties of a temporal CTL-like logic [14,7].

A coarser notion of weak bisimulation for DTMCs has been suggested in [1] which

relies on a nondeterministic transition relation for the τ -transitions and probabilis-

tic choices for the visible actions. The local characterizations of weak bisimulation

equivalence for DTMCs or CTMCs allow for decision algorithms that use similar

ideas as the strong bisimulation algorithms [24] and run in polynomial-time.

5 Simulation relations [26,13,7]

The formal definition of simulation relations is more complicated for probabilistic

systems than for labeled transition systems. The reason is that probability distri-

butions rather than single states have to be compared. We skip the details and just

mention that the formal strong simulation relies on (1) a local condition for the

probabilities and (2) an additional rate condition for CTMCs. The local probabil-

ity condition (1) can be formalized by means of so-called weight functions [25,26]

that combine fragments of states, or alternatively by a quantitative criteria for the

upward-closed sets:

if s1 is simulated by s2 then P(s1, a, C ↑) ≤ P(s2, a, C ↑) for all actions a and

C ⊆ S.

Here, C ↑ denotes the upward-closure of C, i.e. the set of all states u that simulate

a state t ∈ C. The formal definition of weak simulation is more complex as it relies

on the identification of appropriate fragments of observable transitions for which

the local probability condition and rate condition as for strong simulation are re-
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quired. As for weak bisimulation, an additional reachability condition is needed to

treat divergence in an appropriate way. Whereas (strong or weak) simulation equiv-

alence in labeled transition systems is coarser than (strong or weak) bisimulation

equivalence they agree for Markov chains.

Although these definition are rather complex, polynomial-time decision algo-

rithms for finite-state Markov chains exists that rely on network-flow algorithms [3]

or linear programs [6].

6 Conclusion

This note provided a brief introduction to simulation and bisimulation relations on

Markov chain models. A comparative discussion of their features and properties

including preservation results for fragments of the branching-time logics PCTL[19]

and CSL [4] is provided in [7].
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